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 Colors                                                                
All colors are the friends of their neighbors and the lovers of their opposites. .~Marc Chagall

Colors, learn to use Colors in your playing. If you already do, add more to your palette of Colors. Sound is unseen, so 
we learn to associate and experience sound as Color. You may feel, think and hear sound in different Colors than 
someone else. Learning to give Colors to sound may take practice for you, or may come naturally. Use the vowel 
sounds to help you become more sensitive to color. This is a subtle process and takes careful, intimate listening skills. 
An ideas is to play a note & assign a color & quality to the note. For example, learn to associate that middle Eb 
played mf with a deep tone is a deep orange color. Now notice in detail how you make that, deep orange sound.

Using Vowel sounds teaches you to change the shape in the mouth and body to effect the color & tone of a note. 
Begin to be aware of all the subtle changes you can make to a note. 

Using the Vowels: 1. Selecting a single note/pitch. Play and hold this note while making the shape of the A  in your 
mouth. 2. Listen in detail to this sound. Assign a Color to the sound. 3. Take a breath and repeat the same note using 
the E vowel shape in your mouth. Do you hear that is different from the A? Do this for each of the vowel sounds.      
4. Next, hold a note and change through the vowels while holding the note in one breath. 5. Begin to use vowels in a 
melody that you are playing. Soon you will be using these in all of your music making. Enjoy a more Colorful you! 

   A       E       I      O      U

The next step in coloring is the use of harmonics. Learning to change the Color of a tone by knowing how to manipulate the strength of 
the overtones, harmonics, partials in each note. 

More Ideas:   Listen to great musicians. How do they create color?  Go see art great ART... Read  Anne Cherry book, Playing in Colors. 

Listen: Jean Ferrandis, Flute     CD: CPE Bach, Concerti     Look: Jean Ferrandis- CPE Bach Concerto in D Minor

Vowels & Colors 
Bring about a change in awareness from where it is possible 

to create new realities. ~ Deepak Chopra

Experiment with using these Colors  and Vowels during your 
practice. What do you notice in your body and sound?

Imagine this color on the top of your head   
shape this vowel  I-(eye) - while playing.

Imagine this color between your eyebrows   
shape this vowel   E-(be) -  while playing. 

Imagine this color at your throat         
shape this vowel    A-(late) - while playing .  

Imagine this color at your heart            
shape this vowel  AH-(ah) - while playing.

Imagine this color at your belly button  
shape this vowel  AW-(awe) -  while playing.

Imagine this color at your hip bones         
shape this vowel  OH-(owe) -  while playing.

Imagine this color at your tail bone           
shape this vowel  U-(moon) - while playing.

More Ideas: Say and imagine these without your instrument too...


